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CONDuCtING POLYMErS BaSED SENSOrS aND 
BIOSENSOrS BIOCOMPOSItE
Arunas Ramanavicius1, 2, 3*, Povilas Genys1 Jurate Petroniene1, 
Eivydas Andriukonis1, Asta Kausaite1, Aura Kisieliute1, 
urtė Bubnienė1, Almira Ramanaviciene1
1 Faculty of chemistry and Geosciences, naugarduko g. 24, 03225 Vilnius, lithuania 
2 center for physical Sciences and Technology, Saulėtekio 3, 10257 Vilnius, lithuania 
3 University of latvia, Faculty of chemistry, Jelgavas iela 1, riga, latvia 
* e-mail: arunas.ramanavicius@chf.vu.lt 
During this presentation, the most important research directions at NanoTech-
nas  – Centre of Nanotechnology and Materials Science will be overviewed and 
discussed. The most important methods of conducting polymer synthesis will be 
introduced. Authors have invented and improved some new and/or advanced elec-
trochemical [1], chemical [2] and biochemical [3–6] formation methods suitable for 
the formation of conducting polymer based layers. The applicability of conducting 
polymer based functional layers in the design of various types of electrochemical bio-
sensors will be also discussed [6]. During this presentation significant attention will 
be focused on the development of glucose biosensors, mainly based on conducting 
polymer layers. Advantages and disadvantages in the application of glucose oxidizing 
enzyme – glucose xidase (GOx) – will be discused. During the enzymatic reaction 
the GOx is forming hydrogen peroxide, which is able to initiate the polymerization of 
some conducting polymers. In some our researches it was shown that this method is 
well suitable for the synthesis of conducting polymers: polypyrrole [3], polyaniline [4], 
polytiophene [5]. It was demonstrated that both dissolved and immobilized enzymes 
could be successfully applied in the enzymatic synthesis of conducting polymer-
based nanoparticles and other structures. Enzymatic synthesis of nanostructures 
based on conducting polymers can be assigned to so called ‘green synthesis’ because 
except the monomer, which is required for the formation of conducting polymer any 
other environmentally harmful materials are applied in above mentioned enzymatic 
polymerization process. We also have demonstrated that formed nanostructures and 
nanoparticles shows good biocompatibility with living cells and when they were in-
jected in living mice peritoneum. We have demonstrated that during such kind of 
synthesis of nanoparticles and/or nanostructured layers the enzymes becomes en-
trapped within conducting polymer layer. In some other our researches it was shown 
that redox processes that are part of metabolism of living cells can be applied for the 
synthesis of conducting polymer – polypyrrole (Ppy), and formed Ppy nanoparticles 
could be entrapped within cell wall of yeast cells. Therefore, such nanoparticles and 
nanostructured layers are suitable for the design of amperometric glucose biosensors, 
biofuel cells and some other bio-devices.
Acknowledgement: This research is funded by the european regional development Fund ac-
cording to the supported activity ‘research projects implemented by World-class researcher 
Groups’ under measure no. 01.2.2-lmT-K-718, coordinated by lithuanian research council.
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tOMatO DrYING DYNaMICS StuDY 
FOr INCrEaSED ENErGY EFFICIENCY IN 
aGrICuLturaL PrODuCtION
ENErĢIJaS EFEKtIVItĀtE LauKSaIMNIECĪBaS 
PrODuKtu ŽĀVĒŠaNĀ
Ivars Auce1*, Agris Auce1, Aivars Jeremuss2, Semjons Ivanovs2, 
Ādolfs Ruciņš2
1 University of latvia, institute of chemical physics, Jelgavas iela 1, riga, latvia 
2 latvia University of life Sciences and Technology 
* e-mail: i@aa.lv
This research tests potential of heat pumps as an energy efficient and environmen-
tally friendly process for tomato, drying. Heat pump could also be utilized as a cool-
ing mechanism for greenhouses in the hot season to further enhance its overall energy 
efficiency and usability in drying biomass.A multitude of tomato drying methods are 
described in literature, most of which are relying on some method or combination of 
methods of generating a flow of heated air over the product to dry it [1]. 
Various studies that tested air temperatures ranging from as low as 42 °C to as 
high as 90 °C have been reported. It is generally agreed that lower temperatures re-
sult in the highest quality of the product, while the higher temperatures significantly 
decrease the drying time. It can be summarised from the literature studies that 60 °C 
is an acceptable equilibrium between loss of product quality (i.e. taste, smell, colour 
and texture) and the time required for the process where higher quality and price 
products tends to choose lower temperature. [2]
Tomato drying dynamics were studied for temperature range 40 °C to 65 °C to 
match air to air heat pumps exhaust hot air temperature. The study was performed 
with a conventional household fruit-dryer with forced air circulation. Tomato sam-
ples grown in the research partner SIA Rītausma greenhouse were used. Air circula-
tion and moisture were not measured. The drying dynamics was studied for Admiro 
and Roma tomato varieties at different ripeness stages and with different fruit sizes. 
The study also tested the effect of the slice size – 1/6 and 1/8 of the tomato. Drying 
time was defined as time needed to reach 90% loss of mass of the raw tomato.
In the study it was found that tomatoes can be dried successfully without spoilage 
even at temperatures as low as 40 C. Increase of the temperature from 40 °C to 60 °C 
decreased the drying time by 50% from 20 h at 40 °C to 10 h at 60 °C. Further drying 
time reduction was achieved by selecting elongated varieties of tomato and thinner 
slicing. No significant effect of the ripeness was observed. Hot air temperature from 
household type air-air heat pump was found to be sufficient for effective tomato dry-
ing industrial process.
This project is supported by eAFrd – The european agricultural fund for rural development, 
project nr. 17-00-A01620-000013.
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IMPaCt OF EXtraCtION MEtHODS ON tOtaL 
PHENOLICS aND FLaVONOIDS IN CHOKEBErrIES 
(ARoniA melAnocARpA)
EKStraKCIJaS MEtOŽu IEtEKME uZ KOPĒJO FENOLu uN 
FLaVONOĪDu Saturu arONIJu (ARoniA melAnocARpA) 
OGĀS
Anda Bataraga, Valda Valkovska
University of latvia, Faculty of chemistry, Jelgavas iela 1, riga, latvia 
e-mail: valda.valkovska@lu.lv
In recent years, there has been growing interest in sources of bioactive com-
pounds. Berries are known as plant material rich in phenolics, flavonoids, antioxi-
dants and others biologically active substances. The isolation of bioactive compounds 
from chokeberry (Aronia melanocarpa) may improve human health [1].
In the research berries from five different geographic regions of Latvia were ana-
lysed. All collected samples were splitted in two parts, such that one part of them 
were frozen and second part were dried. In the result were prepared extracts from 
frozen or dried berries in 70% ethanol/water or 10% glycerine/ethanol mixtures. 
Extracts were prepared by maceration lasting three weeks and ultrasound-assisted 
extraction.
The analyses were carried out with UV/VIS spectroscopy. For obtained extracts 
were determined total phenolic content by Folin-Ciocalteu method and total flavo-
noid content.
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Figure. Total phenolic content (GAE) in chokeberries after 3 weeks maceration.
The preliminary results show that chokeberries have different phytochemical con-
tent that depends on type of storage (dried or frozen), extrahent (70% ethanol/water 
or 10% glycerine/ethanol mixture) and extraction method (maceration or ultrasound 
assisted extraction). Higher content of bioactive compounds is in chokeberries which 
extracts were prepared by using dried berries and 70% ethanol/water mixture. Re-
sults shows that ultrasound assisted extraction are more effective than maceration.
References:
[1] Paredes-Lopez O., Cervantes-Ceja M., Vigna-Perez M., Hernandez-Perez T. Plant Foods Hum 
nutr. 2010, 308, 300–308.
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SOME aSPECtS OF CONDuCtIVItY MEaSurEMENtS 
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The proton transfer in hydrogen fuel cells is being carried out through polymer 
electrolyte membrane. Also, the CO2 converters are using similar approaches as they 
can be considered as reverse fuel cells [1]. Proton conductivity of a membrane is one 
of the most important parameters as it is related to the fuel cell efficiency. Therefore, 
it is important to study and evaluate methods of conductivity measurements espe-
cially paying attention to exclude the parasitic contact resistance.
In this research we compare two methods of measuring proton conductivity of 
sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) membranes using impedance analysis with dif-
ferent cell configurations [2]. The two methods are differential and single membrane 
method (Figure). Conductivity measurements were performed using Autolab poten-
ciostat (from 50 kHz to 100 Hz, amplitude 10 mV) at RH = 100% and 295 K using 
Nafion membranes as reference.
Figure 1. Different approaches to conductivity measurements: a) differential method,  
b) single membrane method and c) membrane conductivity as obtained by two approaches.
Acknowledgement: Authors of this work acknowledge funding from european Union’s Hori-
zon 2020 research and innovation program project under grant agreement no 768789.
References:
[1] Endrődi, B., Bencsik, G., Darvas, C., Jones, R., Rajeshwar, K., Janáky, C. Continuous-flow elec-
troreduction of carbon dioxide. prog. energy combust. Sci. 2017, 62, 133–154.
[2] Fedorenko, D., Vaivars, G. Different approaches in sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) con-
ductivity measurements. IOP conf. Ser.: mater. Sci. eng. (accepted by reviewers).
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ELECtrOCHEMICaL StuDY OF PHOSPHOLIPID 
BILaYEr FOrMatION ON MIXED SILaNE 
SELF‑aSSEMBLED MOLONaYEr ON OXIDE SurFaCE
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The smallest living unit is considered to be a cell. Over couple of billion years of 
existing cells have developed means of protecting itself. The main organelle that is 
responsible for this is plasma membrane. It surrounds the living cell and consists of 
bilayer of phospholipids, cholesterol, oligosaccharides, integral and peripheral pro-
teins. Membrane also controls what materials comes in and out of cell. So it has a few 
but important functions: protection and material transport. To investigate it more 
thoroughly, scientist began to immobilize bilayer membrane on solid surface. This 
would let them examine functionality of different membrane bound proteins. 
One of the simple methods for phospholipid membrane immobilization is vesicles 
fusion. In order to achieve a relatively stable bilayer, first hydrophobic self-assembled 
monolayer (SAM) is deposited. For this work it was chosen octadecyltrichlorosilane 
(OTS) and methyltrichlorosilane (MTS) for mixed monolayer formation on fluorine 
doped tin oxide (FTO); 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and cho-
lesterol at molar ration 6:4 for bilayer membrane formation (BLM). For characteriza-
tion was chosen contact angle method (CA) cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
After SAM formation on hydrophilic FTO, the surface becomes hydrophobic, CA 
reaches 120°, which attests for organic layer formation. CV recorded in ferri-ferro 
solution using FTO electrode could be distinguished with typical redox peaks. But 
after SAM and BLM formation those peaks decreases and are no longer visible. EIS 
measurements reveals Cole–Cole spectra semicircular shape shrinkage after SAM 
and BLM formation, what is typical for bilayer membrane formation [1].
To sum up, phospholipid bilayer membrane formation on fluorine doped tin 
oxide was achieved. This BLM could be used for protein immobilization for future 
application.
References:
[1] T. Ragaliauskas, M. Mickevicius, B. Rakovska, T. Penkauskas, D. J. Vanderah, F. Heinrich, 
G. Valincius. Biochimica at Biophysica Acta. 2017, 1859, 669–678. 
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Biomass is a valuable renewable resource, which can be used to produce not only 
heat and energy, but also materials and chemicals. Levoglucosenone (LGO) is best 
obtained by the depolymerization and dehydration of cellulose in the process of cata-
lytic pyrolysis at comparatively low temperatures. [1]. 
In pyrolysis products LGO is most often determined by gas chromatography with 
flame ionization detector or mass spectrometry, but high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) has also been described in literature [2]. For the determination 
of LGO reversed phase HPLC is usually used with aqueous mobile phases, so the 
aim of this work is to evaluate the stability of LGO in aqueous solutions. Knowledge 
about the degradation trends of LGO in aqueous solutions is important for storage, 
sample preparation and analysis of pyrolysis products.
In this study LGO was determined by reversed phase UHPLC-UV with a mobile 
phase consisting of a mixture of water and acetonitrile, so the stability of LGO solu-
tions in water and a water/acetonitrile (50:50) mixture was evaluated. The solutions 
of standard LGO, as well as a LGO containing sample of pyrolysis products were 
stored at 4 °C and 21 °C (± 1 °C) temperature for a month and analyzed with inter-
vals of several days. Figure shows, how the concentration of LGO standard in the 
solutions decreased with time. 
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Figure 1. The decrease of the concentration of LGO in aqueous solutions at 4 °C and 21 °C
LGO degradation is the fastest in the aquatic environment. This is due to the ef-
fect of water as a polar proton donor solvent on the degradation rate. The acetonitrile 
additive slows the degradation rate of LGO. LGO degradation is influenced not only 
by the solvent but also by the storage temperature of the solution, at 21 ° C, LGO 
degradation is faster. 
References:
[1] X. Sui, et al. Bioresour. Technol., 103 (2012) 466–469
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Hydroxyapatites (HAp) and other calcium phosphates, being similar to a chemi-
cal composition of human's bone inorganic fraction, nowadays are mostly recognized 
and widely used biomaterials for bone and teeth renewal. Performing quality control, 
Ca and P molar ratio (Ca/P) serves as an underlying analytical parameter indicat-
ing HAp properties and chemical composition. To measure Ca/P ratio quickly and 
precisely, a simple and low-cost analytical procedure is required.
Data gathered in the course of continuous investigation of different Ca/P deter-
mination methods showed that TXRF (Total Reflection X-ray Spectrometry) is the 
most applicable tool for this aim due to short analysis time, multi-element analysis 
ability and low hardware maintenance costs. Unlike classical WD/ED-XRF, TXRF 
is arranged in a special geometry – an incident beam impinges upon a sample below 
critical angle, making it much more sensitive technique. Until now TXRF method 
has been successfully applied to a great variety of different biological samples [1].
A key problem of TXRF is a small sensitivity of P analysis due to its relatively low 
Kα line intensity. Other major drawback is difficulty in achieving uniform crystal-
lization and distribution of sample containing elements putting analyzed solution 
on a quartz carrier and drying the droplet. Besides solving these problems, research 
also includes a suitable standard element for both element quantification and HAp 
solubility studies plus some validation basics to achieve higher accuracy.
References:
[1] A. Viksna, E. S. Lindgren, I. Kjellmer, J. Bursa. J. Trace microprobe Techn., 2002, 14, 553–564.
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Caffeine is a key component of tea, which determines its favorable effect on hu-
man's health and high popularity of this beverage all over the world. Caffeine can be 
quantified by different methods (non-aqueous titrimetry, gravimetry, IR-spectrosco-
py, UPLC), though in analytical laboratories a preference is usually given to specto-
photometry due to its simplicity and availability.
As a basis for laboratory work development a photometric procedure described 
by dobrinas et al. [1] was used involving interfering compound (such as tannins) pre-
cipitation in tea water extract and absorbance measurement of a filtrate at 273,5 nm 
wavelength. Since a studied manuscript has several imprecisions related to absorbance 
measurement technique and lacks information on occuring reaction mechanisms, 
method robustness and suitability for analysis of different sorts of tea, a more detailed 
research on these ambiguities is required.
To consummate quantification procedure, specialties of different tea sorts analy-
sis were assessed, used reagent concentration (notably pH) influence on interfering 
agent precipitation degree was established, as well as spectra processing methods 
(derivative spectroscopy) to minimize matrix effects were studied. For more effective 
elaboration several physical techniques were embraced: XRD (to determine sediment 
composition), FT-IR (to follow extract composition changes during sedimentation) 
and LC-MS (to identify other tea components at respective wavelength).
Laboratory work “quantitative caffeine determination in tea” will be introduced 
in a Master’s programme course “Spectrometric analysis methods” starting from 
2019 spring semester.
References:
[1] Dobrinas, S., Soceanu, A., Popescu, A. Optimization of a UV-VIS spectrometric method for 
caffeine analysis in tea, coffee and other beverages. Scientific Study & research, 2013, 14, 71–78.
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Macroeconomic impact (MI) of NPP construction on the Baltic States was stud-
ied using spreadsheet based model ‘BRImpacts’ created by the researchers of the 
Lithuanian Energy Institute and applied to the Baltic States for the first time. 
The model is based on social accounting matrix (SAM) framework [1]. MI of nu-
clear projects at large extent depend on the factors that are not covered by traditional 
input-output tables and their capability to depict a broad range of properties of nu-
clear projects is very limited. The social accounting matrix depicts 19 activity and 
commodity groups, labour and capital as production resources, various transactions, 
households, corporations, government and the rest of the world sectors. Entire Baltic 
region – Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania was analyzed in two different modes: foreign 
and domestic-sourced investments. 2010 statistical data were used while industrial 
participation factors were estimated as a part of the work within BRILLIANT col-
laboration. 
The analysis reveals that for the NPP construction period a positive impact on 
GDP is expected only in the case when investment is financed by foreign savings and 
does not affect the investment formation in other activities of the domestic economy. 
Employment impacts reflect the same trends as the GDP. The general trend is that 
more positive impacts are observed in regional cooperation cases. quantitatively 
NPP financing by domestic investment has a significant negative impact on the GDP 
during the construction, while financing from external sources has a moderately 
positive effect on GDP.
The regional cooperation makes NPP construction more attractive. Increase in 
local participation levels is a good way to obtain more positive macroeconomic im-
pacts of nuclear investments. The availability of foreign investment or another non-
domestic financing source along with a fair risk allocation would be a crucial factor 
in the success of nuclear power in the Baltic region.
Acknowledgement: This work has received funding from the eUrATom research and train-
ing programme 2014–2018 under grant agreement no. 662167 (BrilliAnT project).
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DEtErMINatION OF rESIDuES aND MEta‑
BOLItES OF MOrE tHaN 140 PHarMa CO‑
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MaSSPEKtrOMEtrIJu
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This study reports an analytical method for simultaneous identification, screen-
ing and quantification of 164 residues and metabolites of pharmacologically active 
substances belonging to such therapeutic classes as anti-infectious (antibiotics and 
chemotheurapeutics), anti-inflammatory and antiparasitic agents (against protozoa, 
endo- and ectoparasites), corticoids and agents acting on the nervous and reproductive 
systems, substances with hormonal and thyreostatic action, and beta agonists. Differ-
ent sample preparation procedures were compared and optimised for the detection of 
selected veterinary drugs in chicken, porcine and bovine meat by ultra-high perfor-
mance liquid chromatography coupled to high-resolution Orbitrap mass spectrometry. 
The optimised instrumental method and sample preparation procedures were 
validated according to regulation 2002/657/EC [1] by fortifying blank matrix at four 
levels (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2 times the maximum residue limit (MRL, defined in the Com-
mission Regulation 37/2010/EC)), or at concentrations as low as possible for substances 
without an MRL. The evaluated performance parameters were selectivity, matrix ef-
fect, method and instrument limits of quantification, accuracy, and repeatability.
Finally, the method was successfully used to detect and quantify veterinary drug 
residues in real samples found to be suspect using the non-selective qualitative test 
for the detection of inhibitor substances. The results were confirmed using the rel-
evant one-residue confirmatory methods revealing concentrations of residues higher 
than MRLs established for several samples.
Acknowledgement: This research was co-financed by erdF (85%) and the state budget of lat-
via (7.5%) under the project no. 1.1.1.1/16/A/258.
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Suppressed ion  chromatography with mass spectrometric detection requires 
complex equipment to eliminate the inorganic buffer before introduction of eluate 
into the ionization source  [1]. Loss of analytes and peak broadening may also oc-
cur during suppression. A technique not requiring complex suppression equipment 
would be a straightforwardly applicable approach. Ammonium carbonate, oxalate 
and salicylate were tested and triethylammonium bicarbonate, citrate and edetate 
buffers were evaluated for simultaneous trace determination of ionic and acidic pes-
ticides. 23 pesticides, different in physicochemical properties (logP < 0, logP ≥ 0) and 
structure (carboxylate, phosphonate, azolide, azanide, phenolate, bromate and chlo-
rate), were determined in solvent and spiked beer and oat extracts. Two ionization 
sources were compared with respect to application of non-volatile buffers. Design of 
ionization source was found critical for application of non-volatile buffers.
 
Figure. (A) – Relative sensitivity in solvent; (B) – relative sum of matrix effects for spiked 
beer and oat extracts; (C) – recoveries of analytes from spiked beer and oat extracts in case 
of different buffers.
Choice of buffer strongly influenced matrix effects. With triethylammonium bi-
carbonate gradient, where most pesticides eluted at 12.5 mM, sensitivity improved in 
standard solutions, but lead to exacerbated matrix effects in case of spiked extracts. 
Ionic and acidic pesticides were quantified in spiked beer and oat extracts with re-
coveries 80–110% using a qTrap® mass spectrometer with TurboV™ electrospray ioni-
zation source after a gradient separation with edetate buffer on a Metrosep® A Supp 5 
anion exchange column.
References:
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Nowadays science is pushing forward to develop environmentally friendly ways 
of producing energy. Microbial fuel (MFC) can generate an electrical current from 
the metabolic reactions which occur internally towards an external electrode. The 
power output differs depending on the conditions: microorganisms and their cata-
lytic activity, biocompatibility, mediators used, electrode surface, immobilisation 
method. Much research is put forth to develop more efficient MFC current densities 
to put into practical use [1]. The main target is to improve the charge transfer from a 
microorganism towards an electrode.
In this study we are changing the cell’s wall resistance into one with better con-
ductivity by encapsulating the cell with polypyrrole [2] and carbon nanotubes [3]. 
Polypyrrole is an electrically conductive polymer, carbon nanotubes are highly con-
ductive and both are biocompatible at certain concentrations. We are hoping of es-
tablishing a better electrical connectivity between the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells 
and the electrode’s surface. In our experiment, we are also using different mediators: 
a hydrophilic – potassium ferricyanide and a lipophilic 9,10-pheanthrenequinone for 
carrying out the electrical charge in a series of redox reactions. Varying cell modifi-
cations as biocomposites have a different impact on the generated electrical current. 
Cyclic voltammetry gives us insight on the intracellular metabolical processes of 
the cell and the extracellular redox processes. The biocomposite bioelectrochemical 
processes will be discussed in the conference poster and the potential for bioelectro-
chemical device applicability.
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Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that affects 
many people worldwide. Amyloid-beta (Ab) peptides play the main role in the pro-
gress of the disease. These peptides have a tendency to form aggregates in the central 
nervous system. The predominant isoform in the amyloid aggregates is the 42-resi-
due peptide Ab42. Intensive studies have been performed to understand the detailed 
mechanism of Ab aggregation. Unfortunately, there is little progress in these studies. 
NMR spectroscopy is an excellent method to decipher molecular mechanisms. How-
ever, NMR requires production of peptides with magnetically active nucleus labels. 
Fluorine is an attractive NMR label with high sensitivity (83% of that of the proton) 
and 100% natural abundance. The chemical shift of the 19F nucleus is extremely sensi-
tive to the surrounding environment, so it can be used to monitor changes in protein 
conformation that mostly are not detectable using other techniques [1, 2].
Investigation of aggregation mechanisms requires the production of large 
amounts of pure Ab peptides in monomeric form. In our study, we used a construct 
(NT*Ab42), in which the Ab42 peptide is fused with solubility enhancing tag derived 
from a spider silk protein [3]. We present a method for high yield protein expres-
sion in e. coli and purification of the fusion protein and its fluorinated analogue 
for obtaining the peptides in monomeric form by nickel affinity, desalting and size 
exclusion chromatography and lyophilisation. Obtained proteins and peptides were 
studied and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, UV-Vis spectroscopy, 
SDS-PAGE, and NMR using 2D [15N–1H]–HSqC, 1H, and 19F experiments. 
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Honey can easily be adulterated with various cheaper sweeteners for higher com-
mercial profits. Commonly used adulterants include high fructose corn syrup, maltose 
syrup, refined beet and cane sugar etc. Stable isotope ratio mass spectrometry (SIRMS) 
can be used to determine the adulteration of honey with C4 plant (corn or cane) sugar 
since it δ13C values are around –10‰ to –20‰ but bees use floral nectar from C3 plants 
which δ13C values are about –22‰ to –33‰. Significant δ13C value difference between 
honey and its protein provide valuable information of honey authenticity [1, 2].
Five adulterated honey samples were made adding different weight fraction of 
sugarcane sucrose syrup (3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 15%). The protein from the honey was 
extracted using dialysis membrane with MWCO 12 kDa. Determination of δ13C 
ratios in protein and honey was carried out with Nu Horizon SIRMS at the Univer-
sity of Latvia, using certified inorganic reference materials USGS-40 and USGS-41 
(L-Glutamic acid). The δ13C values are expressed relative to VPDB. Waters Acquity 
UPLC system with Waters Acquity UPLC BEH Amide column (100 mm × 2,1 mm, 
⌀ 1,7 μm) combined with Waters ELSD detector were used to determinate amount of 
sucrose content in pure and adulterated honeys.
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Despite dissimilar results of calculated and detected weight fraction of sucrose 
to actually added weight fraction, results show expected increase in δ13C values as 
C4 plant adulterant concentration increases to honey. Only adulterated honeys with 
added sucrose content higher than 6% weight fraction have high enough δ13C value 
difference between honey and protein to calculate amount of added sucrose. UHPLC 
method did not provide exact quantive information to components which weight 
fraction is lower than 5%. 
References:
[1] Chua L. S., Lee J. Y., Chan G. F. Anal. Bioanal. chem. 2013, 405, 3063–3074
[2] Wu L., Du B., Heyden Y. V., Chen L., Zhao L., Wang M., Xue X. Trends in Anal. chem. 2017, 
86, 25–38
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BISFENOLa a Satura NOtEIKŠaNa rĪGaS ŪDENS tILPNĒS
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Bisphenol A (BPA) is an industrial chemical primarily used to make polycarbon-
ate plastic and epoxy resins. BPA has become the most manufactured chemical com-
pound in the world, reaching 3.7 million tonnes per year [1]. Many years BPA was 
considered neutral to human and animal health, but toxicological and biochemical 
studies showed that BPA has estrogenic properties and agonistic effect; activity has 
been found even at low concentrations. In a project commissioned by the European 
Commission the no observed effect concentrations for BPA in marine water and 
freshwater were estimated [2].
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Figure. Concentration of bisphenol A in 28 samples from water bodies of Riga.
We analyzed surface water samples from water bodies of Riga in order to draw a 
first estimate of the level of pollution by BPA. An HPLC–MS/MS method for deter-
mination of BPA was used. Sample preparation consisted of filtering and solid phase 
extraction (SPE). Fast chromatographic separation on octadecyl bonded silica phase 
and tandem mass spectrometric detection was used to quantify BPA in 28 water sam-
ples from several districts of Riga. The concentration of BPA in surface water samples 
was from above the LOD of 4.1 ng L-1 up to 255 ng L-1. Significantly higher concentra-
tion of BPA was determined in water samples located near areas of high industrial 
or commercial activity, such as near a market, railway or an automobile repair shop. 
The determined concentrations of BPA were below the proposed value of 1500 ng L-1 
for freshwater in the report commissioned by the European Commission.
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C60 MOLECuLE SELF‑aSSEMBLING IN a VOLuME 
OF EVaPOratING DrOPLEtS
C60 MOLEKuLu PAŠAPVIENOŠANĀS IZTVAICĒJOŠO 
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Currently, one of the most important fundamental questions of the modern na-
noscience is development of relatively inexpensive highly efficient methods for the 
synthesis of new nanoscale structures and nanomaterials with new unique physico-
chemical properties.
At the same time, there were new experimental data revealing that C60 molecules 
have tendency to self-assembling and formation of large negatively charged (C60)m 
aggregates (where m is a number of fullerene molecules in aggregate) of different 
shapes and sizes in a wide range of mono- and multi-component organic solvents [1], 
as well as in the volume of evaporating droplets of organic solutions [2]. Aggregation 
of fullerene molecules may cause signiﬁcant changes in their chemical and physical 
properties and result in a dramatic change in their medical, biological, technical and 
other applications.
In this work, the self-aggregation of fullerene C60 molecules in the volume of 
evaporating droplets of fullerene xylene solutions on the flat surface of a glass at 
room temperature have been experimentally investigated for the first time. For C60 
molecule self-aggregation study process such methods as SEM and optical spectro-
scopy (FTIR, UV/VIS spectroscopy) were used.
References:
[1] U. K. Makhmanov, O. B. Ismailova, A. M. Kokhkharov et al. phys. lett. A 380, 2016, 2081–2084.
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CHEMICaL CHaraCtErIZatION OF SEVEraL 
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Nowadays the dependence of mankind on fossil energy resources, such as oil and its 
derivatives, is increasing. The use of these resources and their depletion cause various 
political and environmental problems. In order to reduce oil consumption and hence its 
environmental impact, more attention is now being paid to biorefinery concept [1]. Bio-
rafination is defined as sustainable and synergistic biomass processing in marketable 
food and feed ingredients, products (chemicals, materials) and energy (fuel, electricity, 
heat) [2]. In Latvia, one of the potential sources of biomass is the timber industry, where 
a significant amount of tree bark is produced as production waste. To use bark material 
as a biomass feedstock, this bark material needs to be comprehensively characterized. 
In this study barks of pine, aspen, grey alder and commercially grown plantation 
species of Salix, “Klara”, were characterized. In order to evaluate the changes in the 
chemical composition of the pine bark depending on the location in stem, two sam-
ples were collected below 4 meters and above 4 meter. Chemical characterization of 
the bark includes extractive content, total lignin and cellulose content with accord-
ance to industry (TAPPI) standards and comparison with results acquired from ana-
lytical pyrolysis. The most prominent compounds in barks were determined. Highest 
cellulose content was found in aspen bark (23,8±0,5 %) and pine bark (above 4 m) 
(24,1±0,8 %). Impossibly high total lignin content was found in pine bark (below 4 m) 
and grey alder bark with 46,8±0,7 and 40,7±0,3 % respectively. This can be explained 
with incomplete extract separation which can lead to increased results.
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Figure 1. Total cellulose content (left) and lignin content (right) in wood bark samples
The determination of the most prominent compounds in the barks showed its 
potential use as a raw material for these compound obtaining.
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SOLID PrOPELLaNt StaBILIZEr 
DEtErMINatION uSING HIGH PErFOrMaNCE 
LIquID CHrOMatOGraPHY taNDEM 
MaSSPECtrOMEtrY (HPLC‑MS)
CIEtO PrOPELaNtu StaBILIZatOru NOtEIKŠaNa, 
IZMaNtOJOt auGStI EFEKtĪVO ŠĶIDruMa 
HrOMatOGrĀFIJu taNDĒMĀ ar MaSSPEKtrOMEtrIJu 
(aEŠH‑MS)
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Solid propellants are high energy materials used in ammunition and rockets, usu-
ally consisting of nitrocellulose (NC), nitroglycerine (NG) and other additives, like 
mineral jelly, camphor and stabilizers. Although they are safe to handle and store for 
many years, NC degrades over time, producing various nitrogen oxides and acids in 
the matrices. This process is not only autocatalytic, but also exothermic, which can 
lead to autoignition of ammuniotion1.
In order to stop this autocatalytic process, stabilizers like diphenylamine and 
centralites are added. These compounds stabilize propellants by scavenging nitrogen 
oxides and becoming stable nitro compounds. Therefore, the amount of stabilizers 
in propellants is the measure of safety and it must not drop below 0.2 % of the total 
mass2. Also it is possible to estimate the amount of stabilizers left in future by sub-
jecting propellants to forced aging with isothermal heating. To make the prediction 
more accurate, we need to determine activation energies of stabilizing reactions for 
each stabilizer in each kind of matrices3. To do so, we need a quick, cheap and reli-
able analytical method. We use very simple sample preparation method and ensure 
reliability by using masspectrometry. In further research this method will be used 
to determine stabilizer activation energies which will improve the kinetic model of 
propellant stabilizers.
References:
[1] Verneker V. R. P., Kishore K. Mechanisms Thermal Decomposition of Double Based Propel-
lants prop. expl. pyro, 8, 77, (1983).
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Organic tin compounds, like tributyltin (TBT), is major health and environmen-
tal hazard and, because of TBT’s nonpolar butyl groups it is known to bioaccumulate 
in lipid tissue and liver [1]. Furthermore, TBT has been used as a biocide in anti-
fouling paints for ships where its toxic effects were utilized to prevent sea organisms 
from growing on ship halls and impeding sailing speed. Although TBT is banned 
globally it is still being reported in water samples around the world [2].
In order to distinguish organotin from inorganic tin compounds, TBT is first de-
rivatized and then separated on GC, finally ultra-trace determination is possible due 
to inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer detector which provides necessary 
sensitivity in ppt and even ppq level [3].
In this work several inland surface waters have been monitored for TBT and so 
far no positive samples have been discovered, this is mainly due to the fact that there 
shouldn’t be any TBT in inland waters, like rivers, lakes, ponds etc. Nonetheless, we 
will continue to monitor TBT in surface waters in case an unexpected source of TBT 
suddenly appears and threatens environmental safety.
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CHaraCtErIZatION OF C10‑C17 CHLOrINatED 
ParaFFINS IN OVEN‑BaKED PaStrY PrODuCtS 
aND uNPrOCESSED PaStrY DOuGH BY 
HPLC‑q‑tOF‑MS
C10‑C17 HLOrĒtO ParaFĪNu NOtEIKŠaNa 
KONDItOrEJaS IZStrĀDĀJuMOS uN NEaPStrĀDĀtĀ 
MĪKLĀ ar aEŠH‑q‑tOF‑MS
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Chlorinated paraffins (CPs) are increasingly recognized as a serious environ-
mental concern [1]. In recent years, several studies on dietary exposure of CPs have 
emphasized that more attention must be paid on their prevalence in foodstuffs. Our 
study presents an HPLC-q-TOF-MS based method for characterization of short-
chain CPs (SCCPs, C10–13) and medium-chain CPs (MCCPs, C14–17) in oven-baked 
pastry products (n = 38) and unprocessed pastry dough material (n = 15). 
Results revealed that ΣSCCP concentrations (expressed on dry weight) in prod-
uct samples ranged from 0.3 to 23.0 ng/g (mean: 6.3 ng/g), while for dough from 5.8 
to 22.8 ng/g (mean: 12.9 ng/g). Regardless of the sample matrix, the most abundant 
CP homologue groups were hepta- and octa- chlorinated undecanes and dodecanes. 
The average chlorination degree found in dough samples fell within a range of 55 to 
60% (w/w). Meanwhile, a slight decrease of CP chlorination degree was observed for 
oven-baked products, in particular for C10–C12 SCCPs, thus displaying that a thermal 
decomposition of CPs occurs even in relatively mild conditions. Our findings imply 
that more attention must be paid to the presence of CPs in foodstuffs along with risks 
posed by their thermal degradation products.
 
Figure. Profiles of CP homologues – relative distribution of SCCP and MCCP peak areas
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δ15N aND δ13C VaLuES aS POSSIBLE MarKErS 
FOr DIStINGuISHING OF tYPE aND OrIGIN OF 
HuMIC SuBStaNCE
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Humic substance has a lot of different ways of use such as agriculture, brownfield 
environmental recultivation, medicine and pharmacy. It is important to know origin 
of humic substances which will be used for products that are used by people, to con-
trol possible pollution. Stable isotope ratio mass spectrometry (SIRMS) can be used 
for determination of origin of humic substance.
In the research humic acids samples from Latvia and other countries were ana-
lysed. The Latvian humic acids were isolated from peat samples that were obtained 
from Latvian State Forestry Institute Silava, manufactory humic substance samples 
were obtained from University of Latvia, Department of Environmental Studies.
The analyses were carried out with Nu Horizon SIRMS at the University of Lat-
via, using certified inorganic reference materials USGS-40 and USGS-41 (L-Glu-
tamic acid). The δ13C values are expressed relative to PDB and the δ15N values rela-
tive to AIR.
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Figure. δ13C values of manufactory humic substances.
The preliminary results show that the δ13C values of some manufactory humic 
substances that are from one origin or same type have similar results. Manufactory 
humic substance can be used as reference material for humic acids that where iso-
lated from Latvian peat.
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aNaLYSIS OF FINE aND COarSE PartICuLatE 
MattEr OrIGINatED FrOM FIrEWOrKS 
SMaLKO uN ruPJO aErOSOLu DaĻIŅu aNaLĪZE 
uGuŅOŠaNaS LaIKĀ 
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There are historical evidences that fireworks originally were developed already 
in the second century B.C. Starting from the 21st century, scientists are beginning 
to worry more about air pollution that occurs directly during the fireworks and in 
resent 5–7 years more and more studies are focused on the short term air quality 
degradation. 
The use of fireworks creates an unusual and distinctive anthropogenic atmos-
pheric pollution event, what may cause not only harmful health effects but seriously 
reduces visibility due to generation of dense, slowly disappearing clouds and affects 
the climate overall. [1] Therefor PM10 and PM2.5 aerosols were sampled in Riga, dur-
ing the firework episodes of the Independence Day celebration on November 18th, 
2017 and 2018 and during New Year celebration firework. The other set of PM10 and 
PM2.5 were collected during usual daily situation for background pollution control. 
The main purpose of the current research was to characterize chemical composition 
of coarse (PM10) and fine (PM2.5) particulate matter fractions by the ICP-MS. 
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Figure. Aerosol particle mass concentrations during firework and daily data.
The analysis showed that in aerosols from the firework episode were detected: K, 
Ba, Sr, Cu, Al and Mg. Comparing results with daily data, metallic elements of aero-
sol particle fractions from fireworks, contain more than 2× till 19× higher concen-
trations. The analysis also showed that aerosol particle mass concentrations during 
firework is 3× higher than daily. 
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Titanium oxide is a well known material with wide range of applications such 
as solar cells, sensors, waste water treatment, etc. Titanium oxide application areas 
especially depends on phase and crystal structure composition, surface morphology, 
band gap. Due to this fact there is a high interest in synthesis of new titanium oxide 
structures with new properties in order to extend its application. Thus, there is a high 
demand of a simple and efficient method for the production of new materials with 
the desirable properties [1, 2].
This research is dedicated to show a simple hydrothermal method for the synthe-
sis of controllable composition titanium suboxides from the aqueous solutions and to 
extend titanium oxide applications due to new properties, such as significantly lower 
band gap and nanoplatelet-shaped surface morphology. In order to prove the forma-
tion of titanium suboxides, EPR and XRD were employed. Ellipsometry was used 
to measure the thickness and band gaps of the films. It was determined that band 
gaps varies from 3,2 eV to 1,29 eV depending on the oxide composition. Calculations 
showed that porosity of titanium suboxide films are nearly 80%, what could be very 
important for application of these products in the gas sensing.
Figure. Experimental (black) and simulated (red) CW EPR spectrum of titanium particles.
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tGa/Ft‑Ir aS a MEtHOD IN POLYurEtHaNE 
MatErIaL PYrOLYtIC DEStruCtION GaSEOuS 
PrODuCt aNaLYSIS
tGa/Ft‑Ir KĀ MEtODE POLIurEtĀNa MatErIĀLu 
PIrOLĪtISKĀS DEStruKCIJaS GĀZVEIDa PrODuKtu 
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Throughout the industry, most polymers are created using monomers derived 
from petroleum based feedstocks, the use of oil for energy and other uses coupled 
with the knowledge that as a source it is finite has led to research in renewable sourc-
es of monomers [1]. 
In this research rigid PU foam samples made from renewable material (tall oil) 
based polyols were analysed and compared to a rigid polyurethane (PU) foam mate-
rial made from commercially available polyols. The evaluated properties of the ma-
terials were thermal degradation stability and the relative amount of gaseous waste 
products produced during the thermal degradation.
The analyses were done using Exstar SII TG/DTA 6300 thermogravimeter and 
Bruker Vertex 70V TGA/FT-IR spectrometer at the University of Latvia, within 
thermal range Troom–T700 °C in N2 gas flow. A part of the results of rigid PU foam 
analyses is shown in Figure.
The preliminary results show 
that the presence of the renewable 
material based polyol improves the 
thermal degradation stability com-
pared to the reference material used 
in construction. However, the FTIR 
results indicate an influx of gaseous 
waste products in both inorganic and 
organic form from all three experi-
mental formulations during the ther-
mal degradation processes, mostly in 
form of CO2, primary and secondary 
amines among other gaseous materi-
als. Samples with lower renewable 
material content released a higher 
amount of gaseous waste products 
numerically. 
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Figure. Rigid PU foam FTIR analysis
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Following the recent vote of Members of European Parliament on upcoming pro-
posal for a directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the reduc-
tion of the impact of certain plastics products on the environment [1], there is an 
increased awareness regarding the replacement products of single use plastics. For 
single use plastics there are readily available solutions, however, there is no certainty 
about the overall benefit of the proposedly ecologically safer and compatible materi-
als used for the manufacture of the replacement products.
The scope of our research is to evaluate of safety of paper straws as a replacement 
product. There are no guidelines present regarding the testing of paper food contact 
materials (FCM), hence, an approach used for FCM plastics testing was used, based 
on Commission Regulation 10/2011 [2], combined with a untargeted liquid chroma-
tography – high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) workflow.
For the use in prior workflow, databases of chemicals of concern, regulatory and 
non-regulatory FCM substance lists were retrieved. The corresponding compound 
Chemical Abstract Service Registry Numbers (CASRN) were processed through a mod-
ified chemoinformatics workflow “MS-Ready” [3] in an open-source KNIME Analytics 
platform to obtain the molecular descriptors used for the suspect screening search in the 
FCM extracts. Additionally, the obtained molecular descriptors were used to perform a 
toxicological profiling of potential hazardous compounds identified in the samples.
The obtained LC-HRMS data combined with a novel untargeted screening work-
flow enabled by Compound Discoverer 2.1. software allowed an accurate annotation 
of the identified compounds using the obtained FCM molecular descriptor database, 
online monoisotopic mass databases (ChemSpider, PubChem), publicly available 
curated fragmentation spectra databases (MassBank) and in-silico fragmentation 
matching (MetFrag, FISh).
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Organic solids are able to form very wide range of crystalline structures of dif-
ferent compositions  – polymorphs, solvates, co-crystals and solid solutions. Both 
geometric and chemical aspects, such as molecules dimensions, form, symmetry, and 
intermolecular interactions, are important in understanding solid state properties 
of all the phases. In last decade while analyzing solid solutions and their molecular 
packing more and more attention is paid to geometric/stereochemical aspects, such 
as molecule chirality and configuration. The general aim of this research is to iden-
tify possible factors which could be used in prediction of the formation of solid solu-
tions between chemically similar molecules and rationalize the formation or absence 
of the mentioned phase based on structural and energetic aspects.
In this research binary system of thioxanthone/xanthone has been studied in or-
der to experimentally determine the information about formation of solid solutions 
followed by research of structural aspects contributing to the formation of solid solu-
tion.
Thioxanthone and xanthone were selected as model compounds because of their 
chemically similar structures, in which the different group doesn’t significantly affect 
the dominant intermolecular interactions (Figure).
Figure. Molecular structures of thioxanthone and xanthone 
Mixtures of thioxanthone/xanthone with compositions (0–100% with step size of 
5%) were prepared and crystalized from chloroform. Powder X-ray diffraction and 
differential scanning calorimetry was used to determine and characterise formation 
of solid solutions in this system and based on the obtained results two-component 
phase diagram will be constructed. Computational studies have also been started, 
by employing that calculation of total unit cell energy can explain why one struc-
ture is more favourable. Using this approach it is possible to simulate solid solutions 
with various compositions and find solubility limit of compound in each other by 
comparing the total unit cell energy, with simulated structures additionally allowing 
comparison of bond angles and bond lengths.
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Benperidol and droperidol are neuroleptic pharmaceuticals used as antipsychot-
ics. Both compounds have very similar molecular structures – the two are only dif-
ferent by the order of C-C bond in the central ring (piperidine ring in benperidol, 
tetrahydropyridine in droperidol).
It is known that benperidol forms five polymorphs (BI – BV) and eleven solvates 
(the most stable being BSMe, BSEt, BSACN, BDH), but droperidol forms four polymorphs 
(DI – DIV) and eleven solvates (the most stable being DSMe, DSEt, DSACN, DDH) [1]. In 
previous research in cross-seeding experiments it was observed that it is possible to 
obtain droperidol phases isostructural to the benperidol phases, which suggest on 
solid solution formation between both compounds. 
In this research mixtures of both compounds were crystallized to test the solid 
solution formation (see Table) while computational calculations were carried out to 
identify structural aspects responsible for differences observed in solid solution for-
mation in different phases.
Table. Experimentally obtained crystalline phases in benperidol – droperidol mixtures
Benperidol /
droperidol 
%
Phase
Methanol 
solvate
Acetonitrile 
solvate
Ethanol 
 solvate Ansolvate Dihydrate
0:100 DSMe DSACN DSEt DII DDH
5:95 SSDSMe SSDSACN SSDSEt+SSBSEt SSDII+SSBII SSDDH
10:90 SSDSMe SSDSACN SSBSEt SSDII+SSBII SSDDH
20:80 SSDSMe+SSBSMe SSDSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSDDH+SSBDH
30:70 SSDSMe+SSBSMe SSDSACN+SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSDDH+SSBDH
40:60 SSDSMe+SSBSMe SSDSACN+SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSDDH+SSBDH
50:50 SSBSMe SSDSACN+SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSDDH+SSBDH
60:40 SSBSMe SSDSACN+SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSDDH+SSBDH
70:30 SSBSMe SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSBDH
80:20 SSBSMe SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSBDH
90:10 SSBSMe SSBSACN SSBSEt SSBII SSBDH
95:5 – – – SSBI –
100:0 BSMe BSACN BSEt BI BDH
D – droperidol phase, B – benperidol phase, SMe – methanol solvate, SEt – ethanol solvate, SACN – acetonitrile 
solvate, DH – dihydrate, I, II – polymorphs, SS – solid solution.
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Until present it was widely believed that plants require no more than 17 mine-
ral elements to complete their life cycles. Nowadays it is assumed that plants can 
also accumulate other elements that now are considered as nonessential and might 
play a certain role in some biological processes. Nevertheless, the relative needs of 
many plant species in different trace elements are poorly quantified yet. The effects of 
environmental situation in the rhizosphere soil on the element accumulation in the 
plants are also not well investigated.
The most important factors controlling element concentrations in plants are soil 
composition and taxonomical status of a particular plant. Experimental studies dur-
ing last decades [1] showed an unexpected tendency: different taxonomic groups and 
even plant species that are very close in botanical classification are characterized by 
absolutely different capability of some nutrient or trace element accumulation capa-
bility even if they grow in the same soil. Distinction becomes more significant if we 
compare plants growing in different soils. 
Based on above facts, it can be suggested that each plant species is able to elaborate 
a specific element composition, which reflects mostly plant nutrient requirements 
rather than nutrient availability in the soil. To prove it and evaluate both factor im-
portance, a series of ICP-MS, TXRF and C, H, N elemental analyses was performed 
for three natural plant species and soil extracts.
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The European Union Basic Safety Standards Directive (96/29/Euratom) has been 
revised to a new version (BSS Directive 2013/59/Euratom) which the EU countries 
have to comply with since 2018. The updated BSS sets out standards aiming to protect 
the health of workers, medical patients and general public against the radiation from 
a broadened range of sources. Member states have to ensure that an appropriate pro-
gram to monitor the level of radioactivity in the environment must be in place. With 
this in mind, the HADEDE project is initiated to improve the radiation measurement 
technology using know-how already available but not yet combined in Estonia and 
Latvia. Application of electric Stirling coolers for cooling germanium detectors to 
cryogenic temperatures in radiation spectrometers allows to create a portable device 
for field applications without the need for bulky dewars with liquid nitrogen. Power 
consumption and weight of modern hand-held devices available on the market, are 
relatively large. This limits the duration of operation without recharging batteries 
and makes field applications suboptimal. The implementation of this project involves 
cross-border cooperation of experts in different technical fields to solve a practical 
problem that is essential to both countries.
The goal of project HADEDE is to establish a cooperation between two SMEs 
(1  – Estflow Consulting OÜ, Tartu, Estonia and 2  – Baltic Scientific Instruments, 
Riga, Latvia) to design and manufacture a next-generation hand-held spectrometer. 
The project will combine the benefits of computer modeling and simulation exper-
tise available in Tartu, Estonia with the strengths of custom manufacturing and long 
term experience in detector technologies in Riga, Latvia. The target is to achieve 
improved cooling solution for the spectrometer based on the Stirling principle. To 
achieve this it is crucial to reduce heat losses in the vacuum chamber of cryostat with 
the germanium detector. This will allow the use of a low-power Stirling cooler, a ma-
jor power consumer in the device. This also reduces the size and weight of the hand-
held spectrometer and makes its application more comfortable.
The main activites can be divided into two groups: (i) modeling and simulation 
of the design and (ii) manufacturing of the prototype, testing and final assembly. 
State-of-the-art Computational Fluid Dynamics code will be used to analyse the heat 
transfer and cooling capabilities of the design. Rigorous testing will be performed to 
gain confidence in the validity of the model. 
Acknowledgement: This work has been carried out within the project “Hand-held spectrom-
eter design” (HAdede) supported by the cross-border cooperation program interreg V-A – 
estonia–latvia, co-funded by the european regional development Fund. This work reflects 
the views of the authors; the managing authority of the program is not liable for how this 
information may be used.
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Nitrofurantoin (NF) is an antibiotic used to treat bladder infections. Studies 
have shown that it exists in two polymorph forms α and β [1], two monohydrates H I 
and H II where H I is thermodynamically less stable [2], multiple solvates, salts and 
co-crystals [3, 4]. Although both hydrates are prepared in similar way [2] there is lack 
of information describing conditions affecting formation of given hydrates.
NF was crystallized from multiple mixtures of water and organic solvents with 
and without additives to try to find and identify factors affecting phase obtained in 
crystallization and provide possible information on crystallization control.
Formation of pure metastabile hydrate H I was observed only by crystallizing 
from water and acetonitrile mixture with a volume-to-volume ratio of 0.5. It was con-
cluded that higher water concentration leads to hindering of formation of H I and 
facilitates the formation of H II instead. Addition of polymers in some cases inhibits 
the formation of H I but mostly leaves little to no effect on the obtained phase. With 
solvent exchange method obtained phases showed that if possible solvate is formed 
first, and if the water concentration is sufficient, hydrate is formed afterwards. Also, if 
solvent molecules in the solvate are bounded with NF similarly as water molecules in 
hydrate H II, interference leads to formation of H I.
Crystallization control possibilities were also evaluated by using quantum chemi-
cal calculations to investigate the association of NF and additive molecules and cal-
culate Gibbs energy of association. Despite the fact that calculated energies suggested 
existence of possible stable associates between the additive and NF, the presence of 
these additives in crystallization process showed no detectable effect. 
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Lichens (lichenes) belong to the group of symbiotic organisms which consist of 
two components: fungi and algae. They absorb water and nutrients directly from the 
air and therefore, they are sensitive to the air pollution, especially SO2 is considered 
as the most hazardous substance which may negatively affect the population of lichen 
species.
The aim of our research was to analyse the content of phosphorus, sulphur and 
nitrogen in lichens and in respective soil.
Lichens samples (on the ground and on trees) were collected in 3 different loca-
tions in Balvi and Viļaka districts, with a distance of 10–30 km between them:
•	 the area of the former Kuprava drain pipe factory (Kuprava parish);
•	 the area of the former landfill (Kubuli parish);
•	 the Sita forest (Kubuli parish).
When choosing lichens sampling sites, it was important to verify the impact 
of the former Kuprava drain pipe factory, which operated during the period from 
1971–1992 and used the Kuprava deposits for the production of drain pipes, ceramic 
pebbles and bricks. Those times surrounding area was covered with clay dust and 
mazut which was intensively used as a fuel.
Lichens samples dried at 105 °C degrees, ashing at 500 °C degrees in the muffle 
and the ashes were dissolved in 2M HCl. The air-dried soil samples were extracted in 
0.2M HCl and 1% potassium alum. 
The phosphorus content in lichens and soil was determined photometrically with 
ammonium molybdate. The sulfur content was determined as a sulfate ion with tur-
bidimetry. For determination of total nitrogen in lichens, The Kjeldahl method was 
also applied. 
The research results show that on the lichens collected from the leafy trees (Xan-
thoria parietina) phosphorus content is ~1.3 g·kg–1 irrespective of their growing site 
(the former drain pipe factory, forest, or landfill). At the distance of 25 km from the 
factory, phosphorus content on the ground grown scrub lichens (cladina rangiferina) 
decreases approximately twice (from 0.9 g·kg–1 to 0.5 g·kg–1). Sulfur content in lichens 
(cladina rangiferina) in the Balvi and Viļaka districts is almost the same ~0.3 g·kg–1.
When determining the amount of phosphorous in lichens collected at the for-
mer drain pipe factory (peltigera collina), the increment of the phosphorus content 
was observed depending on the lichens growth site according to the following order: 
land → tree → stone or 0.9 g·kg–1 → 4.0 g·kg–1 → 7.7 g·kg–1.
The analysis of soil samples shows a correlation between the content of phospho-
rus, sulfur and nitrogen in the soil and in the lichens from the same areas – as the 
concentration of these elements in the soil increases, similar changes are observed in 
the concentration of these elements in the lichens.
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The aim of our research was to analyze the influence of wood ash on metallic ele-
ments content in the forest floor, soil and blueberries.
Samples of blueberries, soil and forest floor for quantifying the chemical content 
of metallic elements were collected from three different sampling plots. The first sam-
pling plot was fertilized with bottom ash in February 2018, but the second and third 
plots were fertilized with fly ash in February 2017. Three tons of wood ash were used 
for the area of one hectare.
Blueberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) samples were collected at the end of August and 
in early September 2018. The samples of soil and forest ground were collected at the 
end of October 2018. Soil samples were collected in two depth layers: 0–10 cm and 
10–20 cm. After collecting, the samples of soil and forest floor were air-dried.
The unwashed blueberries were dried at 50  °C and mineralized in the mixture 
HNO3:H2O2 (6:2) using the closed microwave digestion system. The concentration of 
the elements in the sample solutions was determined by ICP-MS.
The air-dried and sieved soil samples were extracted in 1M HNO3 solution. The 
concentration of metallic elements was determined by TXRF and as the internal 
standard was used gallium standard solution. The ash was dissolved in conc. HNO3 
and the forest floor samples were ashed in muffle at 550  °C. The concentration of 
metallic elements was determined by TXRF.
The results show that the cadmium content in the first sampling plot fertilized 
with bottom ash is about 1.5 times higher values than in the second and third sam-
pling plot cases fertilized with fly ash. The content of other metallic elements in blue-
berries from controlled and fertilized plots is similar.
The content of determined elements in the soil samples has no noticeable dif-
ferences between the controlled and fertilized sampling plots. It was found that the 
concentration of metallic elements determined in the soil samples doesn’t exceed the 
maximum permissible limits, defined by the Regulations No 804 of the Government 
of the Republic of Latvia.
In the first plot, the concentration of manganese in blueberries and soil samples 
was higher than in other sampling plots. The peaty soil collected in the first plot had 
similar content of nickel, zinc, strontium and lead in different depth levels. The con-
tent of copper was higher in the layer of depth 10–20 cm. In the second sapling plot, it 
was determined that the content of manganese, nickel, and lead is higher on all levels 
of depth in comparison with other plots.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Short term scientific mission organized in 
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no 5-5.5_000z_101_16_31
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Carbon dioxide is a waste product and a source of environmental pollution. Re-
searchers all around the world are looking for financially viable route to produce 
some valuable products [1]. Electrochemical CO2 reduction is attracting attention 
due to the fast development of alternative electricity producing. Various catalysts are 
promising for variety of products from methanol to ethylene. Cu-based nanocata-
lysts have demonstrated to be applicable for selective methane, ethylene and ethane 
production with reasonably high efficiency [2]. However, the most efficient cell 
construction should still be developed. Early studies were carried out using classi-
cal electrochemical cell with a liquid electrolyte (water and non-water environment, 
specifically ionic liquids). The reduction reaction might take place from the gas phase 
or the carbon dioxide is disolved in electrolyte. The role of electrolyte is not well 
understood. Recently also the all-solid cells analogous to the fuel cell are tested [1]. 
Such cells will typically use gas electrodes. In both cases, the ion conducting polymer 
material is used: a) to form the membrane separating anolyte from catholyte; b) as a 
binder for catalyst; c) for separating the gas phase from the liquid. 
In this research, the sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) polymer membranes are 
studied as a potentially suitable for “green chemistry” reactors. By combining the 
polymer with various filler materials (such as ionic liquids, inorganic oxides, gra-
phene) and forming composites the research is focused on promoting overall cata-
lytic electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction.
Funding from european Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme project 
under grant agreement no 768789 is greatly acknowledged.
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Planting of populus tremula x tremuloides is not very popular because of high risk 
of browsing. Aspens as an agricultural crop for biomass production – long term tree 
planting – short rotation coppice (SRC) are not a widespread crop in Latvia. The area 
where populus spp. are planted as SRC has significantly increased since 2009 when 
support for energy wood crops growing was implemented. Now the area of populus 
SRC has reached 250 ha. Aspens are also used for afforestation of agriculture land. In 
2011, when the studied experimental plot was established, only 30 ha were afforested 
by aspens, while just 14 ha of aspens were planted as SRC. Soil amendments used in 
public forests and SRC plantings must not contaminate the soil and foodstuffs, such 
as mushrooms. Use of commercial fertilizers is not economically viable in all cases.
Fertilizers analyzed in this work are byproducts of industrial processes, such as 
digestate (waste matter of obtaining methane from manure), wood ash (waste prod-
uct of central heating) and treated sewage sludge (byproduct of municipal water 
treatment systems). Long term effects of aforementioned fertilizers on heavy metal 
content in soil and mushrooms were studied in this work. Fertilizers were used once, 
during the tree planting in 2011. Soil and mushroom samples were collected seven 
years after the planting. Mushroom samples were prepared using microwave diges-
tion and analyzed with Agilent 8900 Triple quadrupole ICP-MS. Soil extracts were 
analyzed, using TXRF. Results are shown in Table.
Table. Heavy metal content in soil and mushroom samples (mg/kg)
Sample Cr Mn Ni Cu Zn Sr Sn Pb As
Mushroom 0,07±0,02 5,0±0,5 0,26±0,04 26±4 31±5 0,5±0,2 <0,05 0,046±0,011 0,18±0,03
Soil 3,6±0,7 150±40 0,5±0,2 1,2±0,2 4,1±1,3 8,9±1,5 17±9 4,0±0,4 0,8±0,4
The preliminary results show no statistically significant differences between 
heavy metal content in differently fertilized and not fertilized soil samples, as well as 
mushrooms grown in this soil. Heavy metal content does not exceed the limits speci-
fied in soil quality standards [1].
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Short term scientific mission organized in 
scope of project “research program on improvement of forest growth conditions 2016–2021” 
no 5-5.5_000z_101_16_31
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DDq MEDIatED ELECtrOCHEMICaL CLEaVaGE OF 
tHE Para‑MEtHOXYBENZYL PrOtECtING GrOuP
Haralds Baunis*
latvian institute of organic Synthesis, Aizkraukles iela 21, riga, lV-1006 
e-mail: edgars@osi.lv
Para-methoxybenzyl (PMB) group is a protecting group, widely used in organic 
synthesis for the protection of alcohols, carboxylic acids, and nitrogen containing 
compounds [1, 2]. The most common synthetically used methods for removal of the 
PMB protecting group involve stoichiometric amounts of strong oxidants, such as 
DDq or CAN, or employ strong acids, such as TFA. Other methods have also been 
reported [1, 3, 4].
Deprotection of alcohols by means of DDq is an easy and relatively cheap meth-
od, however, it is rather slow and employs multiple equivalents of DDq, resulting in 
poor atom efficiency. What’s more, DDq hydrolyses in water, releasing toxic HCN 
gas [5]. The use of organic eletrosynthesis, on the other hand, can help to alleviate 
these issues. As a method, it is innately scalable, features high chemoselectivity and 
functional group tolerance [6]. This lead to the exploration of the electrochemical 
approach to cleavage of the PMB protecting group.
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O
R
XH
O
O
H
0.025 eq DDQ
0.05 M Bu4NClO4
HFiP:H2O 9:1
0.8V vs Ag/AgNO3
WE: Graphite; CE: Graphite
+
Scheme. Electrochemical cleavage of the PMB protecting group 
A novel synthetic method for deprotection of PMB ethers was developed (Scheme), 
using a mixture of 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropanol (HFiP) and water as a solvent 
and a catalytic amount of DDq, significantly reducing amounts of the toxic reagent 
necessary. As an electrode material, the commercially available and inexpensive 
graphite was used. The scope of the reaction was also explored, applying it for differ-
ent substrates, the most notable of which are aromatic PMB ethers, electrochemical 
deprotection of which previously has not been reported.
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ELECtrOCHEMICaL traNSFOrMatIONS OF 
FurFurYL aLCOHOL DErIVatIVES
Madara Dārziņa*, 1, 2
1 latvian institute of organic Synthesis, Aizkraukles iela 21, riga, latvia 
2 Faculty of chemistry, University of latvia, Jelgavas iela 1, riga, latvia 
  e-mail: madara.darzina@gmail.com
Biomass is renewable, yet unexplored, source of small organic molecules [1]. Che-
mi cal conversion of biomass yields a number of simple furan derivatives – hydro-
xymethylfurfural, furfural and furfuryl alcohol – making them easily available and 
cheap building blocks to synthesize more complex molecules [1]. 
Previously, we have investigated electrochemical transformations of furfuryl al-
cohol derivatives with the focus to obtain spirocyclic compounds via intramolecular 
cyclization in the presence of methanol. Spirocycle formation 2 was observed when 
intramolecular nucleophile in a substrate 1a was a hydroxy group attached to the 
furan ring by a carbon linker. However, during the electrolysis, we also noted that the 
spirocycle 2 undergoes rearrangement to α,β-unsaturated ester 4. 
Our current work focuses on developing reaction conditions leading to efficient 
formation of α,β-unsaturated esters 4 from furfuryl alcohol derivatives 1a-c. 
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SYNtHESIS OF PHENYLtHIOPurINE DErIVatIVES
Andris Jeminejs*
Faculty of materials Science and Applied chemistry, riga Technical University, 
p. Valdena iela 3, riga, lV-1048, latvia 
e-mail: jeminejs.a@gmail.com 
Purine derivatives are widely studied due to their biological activity and extensive 
potential in medicine. Thiopurine based compounds have already been proven as ef-
fective tools in the treatment of cancer and autoimmune disorders [1].
A new synthetic approach for the synthesis of 6-azido-2-arylthiopurine 
derivatives 2 was developed. The optimized reaction conditions (i-PrOH solution) 
provided 2-arylthioderivatives 2 with good yields up to 74% [2]. Further CuAAC 
reaction leaded to 6-triazolyl-derivatives 3 with excellent yields up to 98%. Addition-
ally, by rearranging the synthetic approach regioisomers 6 were obtained with yields 
up to 83%. Products 3 and 6 exhibited different NMR and UV absorbance data. 
Despite the location of triazolyl- and thiogroups following nucleophilic substitution 
with piperidine was observed at C6 position of purine (products 4 and 7). 
Product R1 R2 Yield, %
2a–2d H, Cl, Br, t-Bu – 50–74
3a–3h H, Cl, Br, t-Bu H, n-Pr 69–98
5a–5b - H, n-Pr 50–60
6a–6h H, Cl, Br, t-Bu H, n-Pr 62–83
This work was supported by the latvian council of Science grant no lzp-2018/2-0037.
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SYNtHESIS OF 4‑DIMEtHYLaMINOPYrIDINE 
EMBEDDED MEtaL‑OrGaNIC FraMEWOrK
Rihards Kluga* 
University of latvia, Faculty of chemistry, Jelgavas iela 1, riga, lV-1004 
e-mail: rihards.kluga@lu.lv
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are coordination polymers formed by an 
extended network of metal ions (or clusters) coordinated to multidentate organic 
molecules [1]. Tunable porosity, surface area, and modular inorganic/organic hybrid 
structure of the MOFs offer opportunities to control the shape selectivity, regioselec-
tivity, and enantioselectivity of reactions. Therefore, catalytically active MOFs with 
coordinatively unsaturated sites or bonded catalytically active species are extensively 
studied [2–3]. 4-Dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) is a common nucleophilic catalyst 
that has already been embedded in a MOF structure. Unfortunately, due to coordi-
native attachment of DMAP molecule to MOF, most of the reported catalysts are 
not suitable for repeatable use [4–5]. To overcome this problem, alternative DMAP 
containing MOF structure was designed. It was found that MIL-53(Al)-NH2 and 
MIL-101(Cr)-NH2 MOFs were suitable for DMAP attachment. de novo MIL-Al-
DMAP synthesis from DMAP 1 and BDC-NH2 2 was crucial to obtain chemically 
and structurally stable solid-state catalyst for alcohol acylation. 
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2
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AcOH, H2O
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CYStEINYL‑ aND SELENOCYStEINYL INDOLES 
aND BENZO[B]FuraNES
Sindija Lapčinska
latvian institute of organic Synthesis, Aizkraukles iela 21, riga, latvia 
e-mail: sindija@osi.lv
Selenocysteine (Sec) is the 21st proteinogenic amino acid which is present in sev-
eral important enzymes such as glutathione peroxidase, iodothyronine deiodinase, 
thioredoxin reductase and selenophosphate synthetase. Despite intensive studies of 
Sec in nucleophilic substitution reactions no any protocol was published so far using 
selenocysteine electrophile generation. 
Recently we developed a new copper(II) bromide mediated method for the gen-
eration of selenium electrophile from diselenides. We expanded this approach to 
generate selenium electrophile in Sec containing peptides. Electrophilic species 
were further trapped in reaction with 2-alkynylanilines leading to the formation of 
3-selenylindoles via 5-endo-dig mechanism. We also applied utilization of inorgan-
ic oxidants in purpose to obtain electrophilic Se-reagent. Thus, several examples of 
3-selenylindoles were prepared in good to excellent yields (75–95%). Analogously, 
3-selenylbenzo[b]furanes were obtained from the corresponding 2-alkynylphenols 
and 2-alkynylanisoles (62–98%).
Method was developed for preparation of 3-sulfenylindoles 3 as well. A novel elec-
trophilic sulfur reagent – cysteinyl chloride was in situ generated from cysteine using 
NBS. Electrophilic sulfur species reacted with 2-alkynylanilines, 2-alkynylphenols 
and 2-alkynylanisoles yielding 3-sulfenylindoles and 3-sulfenylbenzo[b]furanes in 
good yields (68–85%). 
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OVErCOMING aGGrEGatION CauSED 
quENCHING BY CatION‑π INtEraCtIONS [1]
Kaspars Leduskrasts*
latvian institute of organic Synthesis, Aizkraukles iela 21, riga, lV-1006 
e-mail: kledus@osi.lv
Purely organic luminophores have been studied extensively due to their use in 
displays, artificial lighting, sensors etc. Photoluminescence quantum yields (PLqY) 
near unity had been achieved in solutions, however efficiency of organic lumino-
phores is hampered by the loss of emissive properties in the solid state. This unde-
sired feature is known as aggregation caused quenching (ACq). The main cause for 
ACq is the non-emissive intermolecular energy transfer between luminophores that 
usually proceeds through π-π interactions. Among various solutions to overcome 
this problem, introduction of steric bulk or anionic moiety in the proximity of π-sys-
tem is most frequently employed. Nevertheless, strategies that help to avoid ACq, re-
quire synthetic manipulations of the luminophores, often at the cost of their emissive 
properties and molecular simplicity. 
This flaw of planar organic luminophores has resulted in the development of new 
strategies to achieve solid state emission. Most prevalent of such strategies are the 
aggregation induced emission (AIE) [2] and thermally activated delayed fluorescence 
(TADF) [3] phenomena. Luminophores benefiting from TADF and AIE are either 
highly twisted or exceedingly substituted. As such, TADF and AIE materials are syn-
thetically challenging to obtain, which translates in higher costs. Obviously, a robust 
method of achieving high solid state PLqY in simple, easily accessible, conjugated 
and planar luminophores should be sought after. It is presented how π+-π and π+-π+ 
interactions in 1a-e can achieve high PLqY in the solid state.
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R1 = -H, -Cz
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uLtraLONG PurELY OrGaNIC 
PHOSPHOrESCENCE VIa INtraMOLECuLar 
INtEraCtIONS
Artūrs Mazarevičs*
latvian institute of organic Synthesis, Aizkraukles iela 21, riga, lV-1006 
e-mail: arturs.mazarevics@gmail.com
Purely organic phosphorescent materials have attracted considerable attention 
because of their uses in artificial lighting, bio-imaging, data security, etc. Recent 
breakthroughs in the design of purely organic phosphorescent material have been 
achieved by the restriction of molecular motion via rigidification in polymer ma-
trices or by intermolecular interactions, such as C —H•••O,	C	=O•••H	, C—H•••X	
(X=F, Cl, Br, I), C—H•••π	hydrogen	bonds	[1],	lone	pair-π	and	π-π interactions [2]. 
Successful was also the use of crystallization-induced phosphorescence (CIP) [1]. 
Materials possessing CIP characteristics can show ultralong lifetimes (τp>0.1s) in the 
crystalline state.
To overcome the unpredictability of intermolecular interactions in the crystal lat-
tice for phosphorescence generating close contacts we have designed and synthesized 
thiophene derivatives 1a-d. The compounds feature a spatial proximity between the 
carbonyl group and carbazole subunit. In these designs, electron pair of the carbonyl 
group is forced to interact intramolecularly with carbazole π-system. Gratifyingly, 
thiophenes 1a-d demonstrate ultralong phosphorescence regardless on the nature 
of substituent R, thus highlighting the importance of interactions between lone pair 
and aromatic π-system. 
NS
O
R
1a-d
Intramolecular interactions
R = -OH, -OEt, -NEt2, -nBu
Ultralong 
phosphorescence
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rEVIEW ON WIttIG rEaCtION.  
SYNtHESIS OF BENZOXEPINONE DErIVatIVES
Linda Pudnika
latvian institute of organic Synthesis, Aizkraukles iela 21, riga, lV-1006, latvia 
Faculty of chemistry, University of latvia, Jelgavas iela 1, riga, lV-1004, latvia 
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The Wittig reaction between carbonyl compounds and phosphonium ylides 
is one of the most important and most effective method for the formation of C=C 
double bond. The classical Wittig reaction suffers from several drawbacks: formation 
of phosphine oxide in equimolar amount; necessity of a strong base to generate phos-
phine ylide; the substrate must be compatible with basic conditions [1, 2]. 
O’Brien et  al. described the first phosphine catalyzed Wittig reaction. Werner 
et al. developed first base-free catalytic Wittig reaction. Products of the intermolec-
ular base-free catalytic Wittig reaction are succinates, but the intramolecular reac-
tion gives benzoxepinones [2, 4]. Benzoxepinone derivatives were synthesized in two 
steps: acylation of 2-hydroxybenzaldehyde derivatives 1, followed by the intramolec-
ular base-free catalytic Wittig reaction [4]. 
R
O
OH
R
O
O
O
CO2Me O
CO2Me
O
RBase-free catalytic
Wittig reaction
1 2 3
Scheme 1. Synthesis of benzoxepinones
Bromine atom contained benzoxepinones were further converted to aryl-deriva-
tives 4 by Stille and Suzuki reactions. 
O
CO2Me
O
Br
O
CO2Me
O
R
3 4
Scheme 2. Synthesis of aryl-derivatives of benzoxepinones
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CatIONIC rEarraNGEMENt rEaCtIONS OF 
PrOParGYL SILaNES
Mikus Puriņš*
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Hosomi-Sakurai type reactivity of propargyl silanes towards electrophiles has 
been well documented. In some cases, 1,2-silyl shift in the intermediate β-silyl vinyl 
carbenium ion has been observed [1]. Here we report the generation of allyl carbeni-
um ions from propargyl silanes by electrophilic activation. Three reactivity pathways 
are operational. Deprotonation to give silyl dienes, intramolecular cyclisation to give 
silyl indenes and intermolecular addition to give allyl functionalized vinyl silanes.
Protonation of the triple bond of propargyl silanes with strong Brønsted acids 
results in formation of allyl carbenium ions 3 (Scheme 1). If R1 = H, deprotonation 
gives silyl dienes 5. In aryl substituted carbenium ions 6 both deprotonation and 
intramolecular attack to give silyl indenes 8 can occur. Selectivity is influenced by 
polarity of the solvent, electronic properties of aryl substituents and the Brønsted 
acid used.
Activation of the triple bond with electrophilic halogen reagents results in allyl 
carbenium ions 10. Addition of the conjugate nucleophile gives allyl functionalized 
vinyl silanes 11. If a nucleophilic solvent is used, formation of vinyl silanes 12 is ob-
served.
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Scheme 1. Electrophilic activation of propargyl silanes.
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SYNtHESIS aND PHOtOPYSICaL PrOPErtIES 
OF FuNCtIONaLIZED PurINE‑HEtErOCYCLE 
CONJuGatES
Armands Sebris*, Zigfrīds Kapilinskis
institute of Technology of organic chemistry, Faculty of materials Science and Applied 
chemistry, riga Technical University, p. Valdena iela 3, riga, lV-1048, latvia 
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Earlier we reported the synthesis of fluorescent 6-triazolyl purine nucleosides [1] 
and the synthesis of 2/6-triazolyl purine derivatives with amorphous groups at n(9) 
position. Different electron-donor and electron-acceptor groups were introduced in 
the purine structure that changed the fluorescent properties, while the trityl group 
increased amorphous properties [2] and carbazole groups enhanced hole transport 
capabilities [3].
In this work, the synthetic routes for introduction of azole electron-acceptor and 
amine electron-donor groups at purine c(2), c(6) and c(8) positions were designed. 
Purine n(9) position was functionalized with substituents with trityl or carbazole 
moieties. The fluorescent properties were studied in the solutions and in the films. 
quantum yields in DCM reached up to 88% and up to 45% in the films.
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1‑aLKYL‑1,2,3‑trIaZOLE MOIEtY CONtaINING 
arYLMEtHYL MELDruM’S aCIDS
Darta Z. Skrastina1*, Karlis Rimasevskis1, 2, Marija Ivanova1, 2, Inese 
Mierina1
1 institute of Technology of organic chemistry, Faculty of materials Science and Applied 
chemistry, riga Technical University 
2 rTU engineering High School 
  e-mail: inese.mierina@rtu.lv 
Arylmethyl Meldrum s` acids are found as excellent antioxidants both in lipophil-
ic and hydrophilic media [1]. Although, the solubility for most of them is acceptable, 
some of the most active representatives are not soluble enough in vegetable oils and 
their derivatives. Thus, in order to improve both the solubility and activity of them 
additional research is developed. Herein, we present our results on compounds 
with long alkyl chains, which are attached to arylmethyl Meldrum s` acid through 
1,2,3-triazole linker. 
The following route was recognized as the most appropriate for the synthesis of 
target compounds: hydroxyl group in vanillin (1) was alkylated and the aldehyde 
functionality was protected with acetal group. Further, 1,3-bipolar cycloaddition was 
used to convert alkyne to 1,2,3-triazole 2. Knoevenagel condensation between alde-
hyde 2 and Meldrum’s acid lead to arylidene derivative 3. Treatment of the last ones 
with NaBH4 gave target compounds 4. Azide AlkN3 was obtained from long chain 
saturated and unsaturated alcohols. Additionally, application of vegetable oils in the 
synthesis of antioxidants was evaluated. 
The antiradical activity of the compounds 4 was determined by DPPH test. The 
antioxidants 4 showed nearly 3-fold higher antiradical activity than commercially 
used BHT. 
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Malaria is a life threatening infectious disease caused by plasmodium parasites 
and is transmitted by the bites of mosquitos [1]. The spread of drug-resistant malaria 
[2, 3] has urged the search for new anti-malarial agents. At the beginning of the 
project, NMR-based fragment screening with subsequent enzymatic assays showed 
that 2-aminoquinazolin-4(3H)-one scaffold possesses high inhibition of plasmepsins 
(malarial aspartic proteases) – enzymes which cause symptoms in malaria patients 
due to their protein-degrading activity. Thus, structures 1 were synthesized as 
perspective leads for antimalarial drug development [4]. 
Using molecular modeling and structural improvements of quinazolinone 
fragment, we obtained new active structures 2 with IC50 up to 27 nM with improved 
selectivity to Cathepsin D (human aspartic protease) by installing polar groups (R2) 
in the 5-position [5] as well as evaluated the opportunity of modification of 3-position. 
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In parallel, we applied scaffold hopping approach to find new active inhibitors. 
Several compounds 3 were prepared to maintain the guanidine fragment as crucial 
element for the formation of hydrogen-bonding interactions with catalytic Asp34−
Asp214 dyad. Unfortunately n-acetyl guanidines and 2-aminopyrimidin-4(3H)-ones 
of these series were found to be weak plasmepsin inhibitors, however the promising 
results demonstrated pyridopyrimidinones being active plasmepsin inhibitors and 
selective to Cathepsin D. 
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Due to its high polarity and Lewis acid properties liquid sulfur dioxide can be 
used as a strongly ionizing solvent. Consequently, it has promoting effect on various 
organic transformations that involve ionic intermediates [1–4].
We have developed novel conditions for alkyne transformations through vinyl 
cation as an intermediate (A). The latter can be captured by nucleophiles like water, 
halide or triflate ion leading to the corresponding ketones, vinyl halides or vinyl tri-
flates, respectively.
Recently, we have also discovered that similar conditions to alkyne hydrohaloge-
nation can be used for ring opening of differently substituted methylene cyclopro-
panes (MCPs) to obtain b-haloalkenes (B).
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β-Amino alcohol motif is found in many biologically important compounds with 
natural and synthetic origin, as well as in ligands and auxiliaries for asymmetric syn-
thesis [1]. Locking conformation of the active fragment in bioactive molecules may 
increase the potency and selectivity towards target receptor, as well as improve me-
tabolism. Therefore, our main focus was the synthesis of β-amino alcohols in which 
the motif is combined with a pyrrolidine cycle. With three possible stereocenters in 
target compounds 4, the main goal of our work was to develop a method for the syn-
thesis of all possible stereoisomers.
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Our strategy towards target compounds started with (r)- or (S)-pyrroglutamate 
1 which in 5–7 steps was transformed into aldehyde 2 or Weinreb amide 3. Dias-
tereoselective introduction of the propyl group was crucial to ensure cis- or trans-
configuration relative to the existing stereocenter. In further transformations target 
compounds 4 were obtained as mixture of syn- and anti-diasteromers, which were 
successfully separated and identified. 
The two routes, i.e., starting from aldehyde 2 and Weinreb amide 3, were studied 
and compared in terms of selectivity and efficiency.
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Diazonamides are a structurally unique class of secondary metabolites first 
isolated by Fenical and coworkers from the colonial marine ascidian diazona an-
gulata [1]. Diazonamide A (1) was found to be highly efficient anticancer agent with 
IC50=57 nM [2]. Studies conducted by Harran [3] revealed that DZ-2384 (2), a struc-
turally simplified analog of 1, is more potent (IC50=0,47 nM) and it longer survives in 
the bloodstream. However, 2 still remains structurally complex and it’s preparation 
requires many synthetic steps with poor overall yield. 
Herein we report the synthesis of macrocycles 3–6 as simplified analogs of 
DZ-2384. Synthetic route towards macrocycles 3–6 uses ring closing metathesis as 
the key step. 
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Purine derivatives are widely studied due to their biological properties and 
application in medicine. Thiopurine derivatives are already being used in treatment 
of cancer and autoimmune disorders  [1].
We have observed a sulfonyl group dance when substrate 3 was treated with NaN3. 
The transformation which lead to product 5 can be explained by azido-tetrazolo tau-
tomerism. The latter activates purine cycle towards SNAr reaction at C2. Reaction 
conditions were optimized and the best results were achieved using NaN3 and DMSO 
at room temperature. Under these conditions sulfonyl group dance both with alkyl 
and aryl sulfones gave good yields.
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Additionally, a simpler synthetic approach for the synthesis of 6-azido-2-sulfon-
ylpurine derivatives 5 was developed. The reaction was carried out using different so-
dium sulfinate salts and after the maximum conversion to substrate 3 was achieved, 
NaN3 was added to the solution giving good yields of target product 5.
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plasmodium falciparum is one of the four parasite species of plasmodium that 
cause malaria in humans. The rapidly growing resistance of parasite has affected 
most of the anti-malarial drugs. The potential anti-malarial drug targets could be 
aspartic proteases (plasmepsins) – Plm I, Plm II, Plm IV that are found in the food 
vacuole of the parasite [1]. 
GlaxoSmithKline phenotypic screening hit was developed to generate hy-
droxyethylamine based plasmepsin (Plm) inhibitors exhibiting growth inhibition 
of the malaria parasite plasmodium falciparum at nanomolar concentrations. Lead 
optimization studies were performed with the aim of improving Plm inhibition se-
lectivity versus the related human aspartic protease cathepsin D (Cat D). Optimi-
zation studies were performed using Plm IV as a readily accessible model protein, 
the inhibition of which correlates with anti-malarial activity [2]. Guided by sequence 
alignment of Plms and Cat D, selectivity-inducing structural motifs were modified 
in the S1 and S2 sub-pocket occupying substituents of the hydroxyethylamine in-
hibitors. This resulted in potent anti-malarials with an up to 50-fold Plm IV/Cat D 
selectivity factor [3]. 
More detailed investigation of the mechanism of action of the selected com-
pounds revealed that they inhibit parasite egress from erythrocytes [3].
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